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RG Lexical Restrictions

A Bit of History ...
• Life before / next to sign linguistics.
• Analysis of spontaneous German speech errors
within the model of Distributed Morphology
(Halle & Marantz 1993) → PhD dissertation (2000).
• Sign linguistic work started parallel as “hobby”.
• Published work on agreement errors (Pfau 2003)
and accommodations (Pfau 2001, 2007).
• Monograph: revised and extended version of
PhD thesis (Pfau 2009).

Subcategorization Errors in
Language Production
Roland Pfau
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Speech Errors

Aims of the Presentation

• Have been taken to reveal a speaker’s
unconscious thoughts and desires (Freud 1901).
• May provide information on the nature of
linguistic rules and processes that are active in
language production (Meringer & Mayer 1895).
• Development of performance models based on
slips of the tongue (Fromkin 1971; Garrett 1975).
• Extension to slips of the hand (Newkirk et al. 1980
for ASL; Leuninger et al. 2004 for DGS).

• Bring together insights of language production
research and Distributed Morphology (DM).
• Discuss some errors which involve a violation
of subcategorization properties of a verb that
surfaces in the erroneous utterance.
• Or, to put it differently: the utterance does not
obey certain lexical restrictions imposed on
verbs.
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Speech Error
Corpus

Overview
1. Speech errors and Distributed Morphology
2. Illustration of some mechanisms

(n = 829)
• Relevant errors
from Frankfurt
Speech Error
Corpus plus
collection of
additional errors

2.1 Context and error accommodations
2.2 Agreement errors

3. Subcategorization errors
3.1 Types of blends
3.2 The production and grammar models
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Starting Point: Production Model
• From intention to
articulation in
production models

-1-

(Garrett 1980a; Levelt
1989; Levelt et al. 1999).

Speech Errors
and Distributed Morphology

• Grammatical
encoding precedes
phonol. encoding.
• Two-step lexical
retrieval.
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Distributed Morphology (DM)
• Syntactic computation
precedes Spell-out.
• Manipulation of roots
and abstract features.
• But: intervening level
Morphological Structure
• No single lexicon:
List 1: ‘narrow’ lexicon
List 2: Vocabulary
List 3: Encyclopedia
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• Both models: grammatical encoding precedes
the insertion of phonologically specified forms.
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HOUSE / 276
HOUSEN
SINGV

• Both models: the lexicon is divided:
– Lists 1+3
– List 2
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 lemma lexicon
 form lexicon

• In DM, however, roots drawn from List 1 do
not bear a category label.
11

(Marantz 1997; Harley & Noyer 1998a; Harley 2014)
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Context Accommodation
• German: noun exchange, followed by
accommodation of determiner.

-2Illustration of some Mechanisms
• Turkish: phoneme exchange, followed by
vowel harmony in all suffixes.
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Error Accommodation

Accommodations …

• English: exchange of Vs; stranding of [+/– past]
→ accommodation of stems (Garrett 1980: 264).

• … are errors “in which the phonetic shape of
elements involved […] accommodates to the
error-induced environment” (Garrett 1980: 263)
• … have been considered “a blind repair
process which brings utterances in line with
linguistic constraints” (Berg 1987: 277)
• … are thus evidence for the fact “that the
processing system is sensitive to the eventual
output” (Berg 1987: 277)

• German: anticipated V lands in N-slot; →
accommodation of stem (note: also context acc.).
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Feature Copy

Accommodations and DM
• However, once we adopt DM mechanisms,
the concept ‘accommodation’ becomes
superfluous (Pfau 2009).
• All apparent repairs involve mechanisms that
apply in the course of the syntactic derivation
anyway:
– feature copy;

(i) Exchange of roots (or rather NumP); in
German, roots must carry gender feature;
(ii) At MS, gender feature is copied onto D;
(iii) Feature bundle [DEF,SG,NEUTER,ACC] is
spelled out as das.

– phonological readjustment;
– morpheme insertion.
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Context-sensitive Spell-out

Phonological Readjustment

• Phonological readjustment is not triggered by
morphosyntactic feature but by licensing
environment. (Harley 1995; Siddiqi 2009)
(i) Anticipation of root into a [+past] context;
(ii) KOMM is spelled out as /kom/, but in
[+past] context, phonological readjustment
applies:
 = ‘is
licensed by’
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Local Agreement Errors

Limits of Accommodation

• Verb erroneously agrees with a local noun
within subject DP (see below), or with an
object preceding the verb.

• Errors that occur at PF should never be subject
to accommodation – and in fact, they aren’t.
• Exchange of consonants /b/ and /k/ resulting in
existing noun Kraut (‘cabbage’).

• Too late for repair → feature mismatch.
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Local Agreement Errors

Defective Feature Copy
• Obviously, the processor selects wrong DP for
feature copy – in almost all cases, this DP is
linearly closer to the verb.
• Prominence of the [+PL] feature: in 91% of
the cases, the erroneous agreement controller
is specified for plural.
• Singular nouns are not specified for number,
i.e., there is no feature [-PL] in List 1.
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Errors Involving Feature Mismatch
• Subject-verb agreement errors (see above).
• Feature mismatch within DP (following, e.g., a
blend or substitution).

-3Subcategorization Errors

• Local agreement involving pronouns.
• Subcategorization errors.
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Examples

Subcategorization Errors
• Conflict between case-assigning element and
case-marked argument.
• Verb surfaces with an argument that does not
match its argument structure (AS) properties:
- required argument is assigned wrong case;
- there is a superfluous argument.

• Basically, all of these errors (43/46) result
from phrasal blends, i.e., two semantically
equivalent verbs with different AS compete.
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Word Blends

Examples

• Monolingual (a) vs. bilingual (b) blends.

(Grosjean 1982: 184)

• Two (semantically related) roots are selected
from List 1; at PF two Vocabulary items (VI)
are retrieved from List 2.
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Phrasal Blends

Phrasal Blends

• In all phrasal blends, roots/features belonging to
two different, yet semantically related, speech
plans receive activation.
• In (a), the VI selected at PF corresponds to the
root from which the gender feature has been
copied.
• In (b), this is not the case; the two roots share
one terminal node (cf. word blends); the VI that
is inserted is not the one from which the gender
feature has been copied.

• May result in grammatical (a) or ungrammatical (b) utterance (gender mismatch).
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Production and Grammar Model
• Xxxx

Mapping
Grammar and
Production
• All errors
occurring
before MS
should result in
grammatical
utterance.
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Feature Mismatch

Subcategorization Errors

• DP-internal gender mismatch (a) vs. VP-internal
case mismatch (b) – both resulting from blend.

• Phrasal blends involving two competing verbs
with different argument structures.
• Both corresponding roots enter the
computational system.
• A decision between the roots is only made
after case has been assigned at MS; the VI that
is selected from List 2 does not correspond to
the case-assigning root.
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Conclusions

Feature Mismatch

• DM-mechanisms like feature copy, morpheme
insertion, and phonological readjustment allow
for a “repair-free” derivation of complex
speech errors.
• Subcategorization errors result from the fact
that a decision between two roots (verbs) is
made too late, i.e., after case assignment has
taken place at MS.
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